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I received a request today from one of our newsletter subscribers, asking for autumn leaf patterns or a leaf template. Easy enough, I thought, plus I needed a little inspiration for new content ideas after our long three day Labor Day weekend, anyway! (Yes, I do ‘take requests‘!) (These leaves have since become one of our most popular posts of all
time! So bring on the requests, ya’ll have great ideas!) I’d love to know what kind of cool projects you use these for. Please inspire all of our readers by leaving your fall leaf project ideas in the comments below! Related Pages: Twelve Fall Leaf Crafts, Flower Templates Here are twelve more fall leaf patterns (new this year!!) for even more of your
autumn crafts and projects! Be sure to check out our other set of fall stencils and templates, perfect for crafts and pumpkin carving, too! If you’re looking for some easy fall crafts you have come to the right place. We have lots of crafts and ideas for you to do this fall or for any season using a leaf template! We have 3 free leaf templates to share with
you. You can these leaf templates to make so many fun crafts, banners or whatever else you can imagine! Be sure to see all of the crafts on this site that you can use these for. All of these templates are free and can be easily printed from home for your project. RELATED: Leaf Silhouette Art Free Leaf Template We have 3 templates for you to choose
from, a simple leaf, a maple leaf, and an oak leaf template. Here is the maple leaf template outline: You can pin this image, but do not print from this image as the resolution will not be to size. All of the files to print can be found at the bottom of this post. Here is the oak leaf template outline: You can pin this image, but do not print from this image as
the resolution will not be to size. All of the files to print can be found at the bottom of this post. Here is the simple leaf template: There are so many things you can make with these leaf outlines! We love how easy they are to color, turn into leaf suncatchers or make silhouette art with. Be sure to see these other fun leaf crafts as well: – Leaf
Suncatchers – Leaf Silhouette Art – Fall Bucket List with Leaf Garland – Leaf Clay Dish Download and print the 3 leaf templates here: Leaf Templates Note: These are for personal and school use only. For more fun fall ideas, see over 100 ideas for things to do this Fall. Pin this post so you can easily come back to print off whichever template you need!
More Leaf Craft Ideas Looking for more fun fall leaf craft ideas? Here are some of our favorites! This leaf silhouette art is perfect for kids of all ages! Make paint scrape art, use yarn, washi tape or paper to decorate your leaf! These leaf dishes are the perfect craft to make for Fall. Kids can paint them any color and will love pressing the leaves into the
clay. Last updated: October 25, 2021 Looking for free leaf templates for your home craft projects? You'll find a huge variety of leaf designs and sizes on this page, including maple and oak leaves for fall crafts, tropical jungle leaves, festive Christmas holly and ivy leaves, and more! Our leaf outlines are a great for window displays, craft projects,
applique templates, and more! Print onto thick paper or card-stock to use as a template to trace around on patterned papers, or print out directly on colored paper. And if you like what you see, please do share this page with your friends and family! Our printable blank leaf templates are high-resolution letter-sized PDFs in small, medium, and large
leaf sizes. To download, click on the image, or text-link underneath the image. These printables are for personal, non-commercial use only. Simple Outlines of Leaves You can download simple leaf shapes in this section, including oval, heart, star, and round-shaped leaves. Most are symmetrical and easy to cut out, perfect for preschoolers and younger
children. Oval-shaped Leaf - Large Oval-shaped Leaf - Medium Oval-shaped Leaf - Small Fall Leaf Templates Perfect for autumn-themed crafts, these fall leaf templates are fabulous to use in your autumn craft displays. They include maple leaves, oak leaves, star-shaped leaves, and Chestnut leaf templates. Christmas Leaf Templates In this section,
you'll find holly and ivy leaf outlines to print and cut out, perfect to use for your festive Christmas and winter crafts. Ivy Leaf Pattern - Large Ivy Leaf Pattern - Medium Ivy Leaf Pattern - Small Tropical Jungle Leaf Templates You'll find lots of tropical and jungle leaf outlines in this section, including banana leaves, ferns, and monstera. Some are a bit
more of a challenge to cut out, perfect for older kids and adult craft projects. Fern Leaf PDF - Large Fern Leaf PDF - Medium Fern Leaf PDF - Small More Leaf Templates If you're looking for a flower leaf template, download our rose or sunflower leaf outlines. Or for any Australian crafts, use our Eucalyptus gum leaf outline. There's also a pumpkin
leaf design for harvest and fall crafts. 81 Autumn & Fall Coloring Pages Take a look at our collection of fall coloring pages for lots of pictures of falling leaves to color in too! Flower Coloring Pages Or if you're looking for more botanical and floral pictures, you'll find a huge range of pretty flower coloring pages here, from simple outlines to more
detailed and intricate drawings, plus beautiful flower letter and number coloring pages too! More Free Templates Looking for more templates? Take a look at our star templates, pumpkin templates, and our free applique patterns for a huge number of free templates to download, from letters and number outlines to cute animals and shapes. Popular
pages Fall is in the air now and whether you are looking for a simple coloring page or a more in-depth autumn craft activity like string art, you’ve come to the perfect spot. Today, we are going to share with you this free printable leaf template that will surely be loved by young children, preschool, kindergarten and early elementary. Children will love
the process of cutting, painting and sticking to transform this leaf template printable into an awesome decorative craft. That’s why we came up with creating 10 large leaf templates so your kids have plenty of choices. These fall leaf stencils can be used as a creative coloring page for preschoolers or a painting project for fall. Cut out the free printable
leaf outline and use it for coloring, stencils, school painting projects, classroom décor, crafts and more. Making this easy leaf printable will encourage your kids to work on their fine motor skills, concentration, imaginations and creativity. Every leaf stencil printable we included in this post is far from boring and so simple to do. This cut out leaf stencil
printable features a few different pattern options to use as a stencil on construction paper for construction paper crafts for kids or a simple autumn leaf craft that helps your preschoolers build a centerpiece for their family. Using these free printable leaf stencils to create a fall flower leaves pattern centerpiece, wall hanging, or a family greeting card
for the fall season will inspire your kids to give thanks to everyone in their life. Finding crafts such as my free printable large leaf templates, stencils and patterns to encourage your kids to show thanks and gratitude during any and all seasons is an easy way to educate your kids of the importance of being thankful for their family and for the blessings
God has provided. While many families opt to create different crafts for kids during the fall, I like offering my kids simple craft projects to celebrate the autumn season. Below you’ll find a list of amazing ideas to use this simple leaf template for your kids’ learning activities and routines. Ways to Use These Leaf Templates 1. Perfect Painting Activity
These printable leaf outlines make the perfect painting activity. You can either do them with a brush, watercolors or even finger painting! Take out all the painting materials you already have in hand and print out whichever leaf patterns you prefer to use. Have your child fill in this fall leaf template with bright colors. Try putting the finished leaf
template printable picture up on display by cutting it out then put it on a frame. This free printable leaf outline craft would be perfect to hang up in your child’s study room or classroom project area for autumn season. 2. Coloring Sheets Not into the mess of painting? No problem! Pop out those crayons, markers or colored pencils and turn these leaf
patterns into coloring sheets! You can even make this an activity for the entire family! If your preschoolers aren’t into the leaf stencils, they will love our free printable pumpkin templates instead. These free printable leaf stencils are perfect during the weekend. Get all the 10 free printable leaves and invite your child’s friends to come over. It’s a
great way to encourage the young ones to work as a team and interact with one another. 3. Reading Stories to Children Make story time with your child a routine, a good book helps children develop their basic language skills. Make reading and decorating this leaf stencil printable a fun part of your child’s everyday life. If your kids are having a great
time making their own free printable stencils. Be sure to pair this leaf template printable with some few interesting children’s books. 4. Cute Leaf Invitation Card You don’t have to checkout and purchase expensive materials for your upcoming event when you can turn this simple printable leaf template into creative invitation cards. Let your little one
pick which from these 10 free printable leaves they want to use. Print on white cardstock paper the leaf patterns to cut out. The most fun part is, you can print different leaf stencil size any way you like. Have your child color and design this free leaf printable however they want. Using a sharpie, write down all the party details on the leaf printable.
You can also add decorative items such as glitter glue, sequins and beads on your cute fall leaf template cards. Create as many printable leaves invitation cards as you want, and share it to your friends and family for a fun autumn party! 5. Make a Banner! I am all about saving money where I can. Diapers are not cheap. So rather than buying autumn
fall decorations, we plan to turn these leaf stencils into a beautiful fall banner. As you can see there are many ways to incorporate these leaf templates into your kids’ daily life. Since many preschoolers are on vacation a few times during the autumn and winter season, it’s important to have valuable resources around to keep your kids busy. This leaf
craft for toddlers is an easy DIY pattern stencil that any kid can transform into their favorite fall craft idea. This paper craft for toddlers will provide you with ample resources to keep boredom at a minimum, all the while allowing your kids to enhance their fine motor skills, language development skills, and imagination. My list of amazing ideas to use
this free printable large leaf templates should inspire you to get crafting today with your kids. Whether you opt to use these as part of your fall crafts or autumn celebration crafting, I’m confident that the kids will enjoy using their leaf templates printable to have hours of crafty fun with their classmates or siblings. Free Printable Leaf Templates Print
all of these easy leaf stencils by sending them directly to your inbox! Cherry Leaf Template Clear Chestnut Leaf Stencil Clear Oak Leaf Pattern Maple Leaf Template Oak Leaf Stencil Lime Leaf Pattern Pink Aspen Leaf Template Plain Sycamore Leaf Stencil Clear Sallow Leaf Pattern Viburnum Leaf Template Comment below on how you plan to use
these free printable leaf outlines! Making this free printable leaf outline helps your preschooler to focus on details while being relaxed. This leaf template printable will inspire your little one to create lovely DIY crafts out of inexpensive materials. Don’t forget to comment down all the awesome experiences you and your kids have shared in using this
simple leaf template. When you have finished, be sure to share your creation on Simple Mom Project’s Facebook Page and follow me on Pinterest! Kaitlen D. Simple Mom Project More Fun and Fall Templates to Print:
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